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Award-winning author Eduardo Gonçalves shows killing for fun isn't conservation. 
 

"Trophy hunting is leading to the extinction of a number of species. Scientific studies have demonstrated the links 

between trophy hunting and population declines. Yet exports of hunting trophies continue to increase. The annual lion 

hunting quota is now equivalent to one third of the males that can be hunted. For the good of conservation, the days of the 

‘great White Hunter’ should be brought to a close.” –Jane Goodall 
 

"If you are rich and white and you kill a rhino, you are a conservationist. If you are poor and black and you kill a rhino, 

you are a poacher." –Chris Mercer, South African lawyer 
 

In his latest book Killing Game: The Extinction Industry, award-winning author and Animal Hero Awards winner 

Eduardo Gonçalves shows killing for fun and profit–often called trophy or canned hunting–aren't conservation, but rather 

are putting some of the world’s most threatened species on a fast-track to extinction.1 In another interview about his 

previous book Trophy Hunters Exposed: Inside the Big game Industry, Mr. Gonçalves highlighted his 2-year investigation 

into the trophy hunting industry, its donors, how it seeks to influence elections and government policies, and the rise of 

hunting groups calling themselves "conservation" organizations while trying to take away the few protections endangered 

wildlife still enjoy. 
 

Killing Game is an excellent and fact-filled sequel to Trophy Hunters Exposed and here's what Mr. Gonçalves had to  

say about it.  
 

Why did you write Killing Game and how does it differ from Trophy Hunters Exposed. 

 

Killing Game and Trophy Hunters Exposed are two very different books. Trophy Hunters Exposed sought to introduce 

trophy hunting to the world. It gave readers an inside view into this dark industry, what’s on offer, the industry's 

marketing techniques, and explained the whole process of how someone can buy an animal to kill to getting the stuffed 

animal home and even how to build a trophy room. It named the powerful industry lobby groups, the influential 

individuals and weapons manufacturers that fund them, and the ‘front groups’ that are succeeding in gutting the laws that 

protect threatened species from persecution. It introduced us to some of the world’s trophy hunters and what they think 

about killing animals for sport and souvenirs. It also showed the suffering experienced by animals, and explored some  

of the societal implications of ‘thrill-killing’ such as the links between animal abuse, trophy hunting, and violent crime. 

 

 

Source: Eduardo Gonçalves, with permission 

 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/202010/trophy-hunting-detailed-expos-the-extinction-industry
https://www.amazon.com/KILLING-GAME-Extinction-Eduardo-Gonçalves/dp/B08C8XFBPN/ref=sxts_sxwds-bia-wc-drs-ajax1_0?cv_ct_cx=killing+game&dchild=1&keywords=killing+game&pd_rd_i=B08C8XFBPN&pd_rd_r=348b05b0-ba40-48ec-b3f2-d6564480b537&pd_rd_w=zbwdj&pd_rd_wg=oZkFX&pf_rd_p=037ca9fd-790e-4a16-836b-14da89aed20e&pf_rd_r=38R6ZBXCHNRE4497TZ21&psc=1&qid=1601650882&sr=1-1-25b07e09-600a-4f0d-816e-b06387f8bcf1
https://www.amazon.com/KILLING-GAME-Extinction-Eduardo-Gonçalves/dp/B08C8XFBPN/ref=sxts_sxwds-bia-wc-drs-ajax1_0?cv_ct_cx=killing+game&dchild=1&keywords=killing+game&pd_rd_i=B08C8XFBPN&pd_rd_r=c14da7eb-5969-4db8-b529-2983c86ac0fc&pd_rd_w=e72wJ&pd_rd_wg=tIZrV&pf_rd_p=037ca9fd-790e-4a16-836b-14da89aed20e&pf_rd_r=JBSCTN7JWWSG6ZCJ7SHF&psc=1&qid=1601660779&sr=1-1-25b07e09-600a-4f0d-816e-b06387f8bcf1
https://www.amazon.com/KILLING-GAME-Extinction-Eduardo-Gonçalves/dp/B08C8XFBPN/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=killing+game+eduardo&qid=1601649202&sr=8-1
https://edgoncalves.wordpress.com/
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/202007/trophy-hunters-exposed-inside-the-big-game-industry
https://www.amazon.com/Trophy-Hunters-Exposed-Inside-industry/dp/B088N95JDL/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=trophy+hunting+exposed&qid=1594938853&sr=8-2
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/consumer-behavior
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/law-and-crime


Killing Game, on the other hand, looks at the issue from the animals’ point of view. It reveals the true scale and impact of 

trophy hunting on some of the world’s most threatened species. It explains why trophy hunters are, astonishingly, 

exempted from conservation agreements to protect endangered animals. I reproduce some of the hunting industry’s 

internal data which shows how some of the animals most popular with trophy hunters are being driven to the brink of 

extinction, both because of the numbers being killed but also through the process of artificial selection caused by shooting 

the biggest and ‘best’ animals. I also show how trophy hunting has already helped make some species extinct. 

 

Who is your intended audience? 

 

The primary audience is decision-makers and influencers. The true scale of trophy hunting, its proven impact on species, 

and the implications this has for the world’s most threatened animals has never been fully written about before.  

But this issue goes far beyond conservation. The moral implications of permitting the killing of vast numbers of sentient 

creatures for no other reason than for our own amusement is surely one of greatest ethical questions of our time.  

 

What are some of the topics that are woven into your book and what are some of your major messages?  

 

'Cecil-gate’ scandalised the world, yet some 6,000 more lions have been shot by trophy hunters since 2015. The 

population of lions has now plummeted from 1.2 million in the 19th century to around 20,000 today. One new study 

suggests that current numbers in the wild may be as low as 10,000. The US government says at the current rate of decline, 

lions could be extinct in the wild by 2050. This would make it the first big cat extinction on Earth since the sabre-tooth 

tiger died out in pre-historic times. 

 

There may be just 20,000 polar bears left, yet Canada allows international trophy hunters to come and kill them. Since the 

1960s, as many as 50,000 polar bears have been shot for sport and skins.  

 

There also are fewer than 5,000 black rhinos. Despite this, last year’s conference of CITES (Convention on International 

Trade in Endangered Species of Fauna and Flora) backed a motion allowing trophy hunters to shoot twice as many as they 

were previously allowed.  

 

Hunters are required to get a CITES (Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and 

Flora) export permit for trophies of endangered species. Yet the system is so flawed that wildlife traffickers have used it 

extensively to illegally traffic rhino horns and other body parts. The same applies to other animals. CITES documents 

reveal that thousands of bears have been shot as ‘hunting trophies’ only for their gall bladders to make their way into the 

illicit traditional Chinese medicine market. 

 

The canned lion hunting industry and the associated lion bone trade–to make lion wine and lion cake for wealthy Chinese 

clients–is booming. The first TV documentary to expose the industry was made in 1997. There were around a dozen 

operators then. Today there are more than 300. There are 10,000 lions sitting in cages right now waiting for a trophy 

hunter to come and shoot them within a fenced-in enclosure. 

 

Other big cats are being bred in South Africa for hunters to shoot for fun, including leopards and even tigers. The industry 

doesn’t confine itself to big cats, though. CITES’ records show that hunters have been shooting zebras, bears, monkeys 

and even elephants that were bred in captivity.  

 

Overall, the numbers of animals being shot are going up and the number of countries hunters come from is going up too.  

The authorities have had to repeatedly stop trophy hunting because of sharp declines in wildlife populations. Studies 

clearly indicate that wildlife populations recover–very strongly–once trophy hunting is halted. 

 

African community leaders talk about the impact of trophy hunting on local wildlife and how the much-touted benefits to 

local communities promised by the industry have failed to materialise. 

 

How does your book differ from other books that are concerned with some of the same general topics?  

 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/201508/compassionate-conservation-meets-cecil-the-slain-lion
https://www.cites.org/


Many books have looked at poaching, illegal trade and wildlife trafficking and their impacts. However Killing Game is 

the first book to look specifically at the role of trophy hunting in wildlife declines. It concludes that, over the past 200 

years, trophy hunting has had a dominant and in some cases the leading role in collapses of wildlife populations and the 

disappearance of some groups altogether.  

 

What are some of your current projects? 

 

I’ll shortly be bringing out another book, Trophy Leaks, which will look at the hunting careers of some of the world’s all-

time top trophy hunters. It will reveal their trophy collections and the awards they have had bestowed upon them by the 

industry for shooting huge numbers of animals in every corner of the globe. Policy-makers need to fully understand the 

nature and scale of the problem in order to respond adequately. 

 

The Campaign to Ban Trophy Hunting's success in persuading the UK government to pledge to ban trophy imports has 

inspired many people around the world. We are currently working with NGOs in a number of other countries to help them 

bring in import bans in those countries too.  

 

We’re also working with African communities to give them a platform so their voice can be heard on this issue. Africans 

do not support trophy hunting. It is an abhorrent, alien, and colonial practice as far as they are concerned. They are 

absolutely right. 

 

https://bantrophyhunting.org/
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